
BREATH-TAKING DETACHED MIJAS PUEBLO VILLA
WITH PANORAMIC VIEWS.

 Mijas

REF# BEMV663 €1,750,000

BEDS

7

BATHS

9

BUILT

720.0 m²

PLOT

4500.0 m²

Prepare yourself for a visit to a property the like of which you will never have seen before with this breath-
taking detached ?Mijas Pueblo villa with panoramic views. Words can hardly do justice to this villa, although
the ?adjectives spectacular, jaw-dropping and exquisite could be applied!

Close to the lovely well-known Andalusian village of Mijas Pueblo, with it´s white-washed stone houses and
cobbled streets, sits this majestic property built onto the hillside on a substantial and private plot of land.
Reminiscent of a Dutch barn, the curved roof of this large villa creates a ?ceiling studded with sky lights
under which the immaculate reform of the original property has been carried out. Lovingly transformed into a
huge space which nevertheless feels homely an?d? intimate, an achievement that deserves admiration.

The main ?living area within this detached Mijas Pueblo villa is set out over 3 floors and co?n?sists of 7
bedrooms and 9 bathrooms. On the ground floor the enormous drawing room dominates this level with large
patio windows all around it´s perimeter walls. Partitioned to the rear is another room where a gran?d? piano
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is situated, and from here a sweeping and elegant staircase accesse?s? the first floor. The? L-shaped?
kitchen is a vast and open plan American design, with dark wood?-?finish units and white granite work
surfaces. This kitchen is flooded with light which enters through the multiple glass-paned windows that
punctuate it´s exterior walls.? Here is also room for an elegant dining area, and access to the garden via the
exterior door means that al fresco dining can also be easily organised.

A further spacious and less formal sitting room is provided, with a built-in fireplace and delightful arched
window framing the views which sweep down across the foothills of Mijas to the Mediterranean Sea beyond.
The paved terraces which are on the south side of the property are stepped and offer massive and varied
places from which to enjoy the scenery. There are steps from these terraced levels to the main garden that
surrounds the ground floor of the Mijas Pueblo villa, and here a gorgeous free form swimming pool with
crystal turquoise waters is flanked by thatched gazebo and tropical foliage.

The bedrooms are found on the first floor and the attic level, and there is a separate guest apartment in the
basement. Each and every one of these is immaculate. The master bedroom is set on the highest level and
is built under the painted wooden eaves of the sweeping roof. The aspect from here is simply breath-taking.
The room is distributed around the island bed which faces the multiple south facing windows and includes
fitted wardrobes and cupboard space. The bathroom is designed with excellent attention to detail and offers
both bathing and showering facilities. All of the other bedrooms are equally well-designed, in excellent
condition and benefit too from well-appointed bathrooms. The accommodation provided for guests in the
basement is an entirely independent apartment which includes a fully fitted kitchen which has it´s own
independent access.

There is a secure and covered garage for the parking of 6 cars, and further open parking within the grounds
of this stunning villa in Mijas Pueblo. As well as the multiple stepped terraces and the gorgeous pool area,
the land belonging to this villa which is a substantial 4500 square meters, boasts a cave and a brook which
winds it´s way down a small valley that borders the garden. This luxurious property is one that boasts
absolute elegance, comfort and security, whilst still acknowledging respect to the natural beauty of the
Andalusian countryside which it occupies. This is a property like no other. The type of villa that dreams are
made of. Call us today and we will accompany you to visit this Mijas Pueblo villa paradise.
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